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Abstract - A simplified fragility analysis of a steel building frame is presented which can be used for preliminary estimate of its probability of failure. The risk analysis procedure uses the format of probabilistic Risk Analysis (PRA). Probabilistic Risk Analysis (PRA) procedure is presented in regions for which a very little recorded earthquake data is available. The first part of study considers site specific response spectra for regions, where little or no earthquake data is recorded is taken into account which is considered as seismic input. In the second part of the study a simplified PRA procedure is used for obtaining the probability of failure of the structure. The steel building frame is modelled as a 2D frame and Pushover analysis is then carried out to identify the pattern of hinges formation by using SAP 2000. The proposed method of analysis is applied to a 9-storey steel building frame for obtaining its probability of failure. The response of the steel frame is obtained by response spectrum method of analysis for multi-degree of freedom system. The fragility curves for the frame failure were generated for a number of parametric variations. The parameters include base flexibility of the structure, height of the structure, coefficient of variation of the uncertainty factors, variation of ductility factor, inelastic action, concentration of hinges, earthquake input and soil conditions etc. The study shows that all the parameters considered in the study have considerable effect on the probability of failure.
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1.INTRODUCTION

The geographical statistics of India showed that almost 54% of the land is vulnerable to earthquakes. Amongst the natural hazards, earthquakes are the most destructive. Earthquakes occur due to sudden transient motion of ground due to the release of elastic energy. They can cause large scale loss of life, property, and disrupts essential services such as water services such as water supply, sewerage systems, communication and power, transport etc. The aftermath of which destabilise the economic and social structure of the nation. The structural analysis of earthquake engineering is a hectic task because the problem is dynamic and usually non-linear and the input data (structural properties and ground motions) are random and uncertain.

The recent devastating earthquakes have exposed the vulnerability of the buildings in India. The Bhuj earthquake (2001) demonstrated that the medium through which seismic waves propagate amplifies the ground motion. Hence, the local sites effect is always to be considered. A mitigation plan is aimed at providing appropriate steps in minimising the damages and loss of lives, by identifying vulnerable structures, which are not properly designed and constructed or which have lost their strength due to passage of time. Knowing the seismic risk for a structure can allow for proper budgetary planning, raise public awareness, and help with assessment and allocation of the necessary manpower for mitigation and disaster management operations, educate the public and professionals on preparedness and mitigation, prioritize retrofit applications, perform damage and loss estimations, and make good retrofit decisions for civil structures.

The hazard analysis consists of the process of quantitatively estimating the ground motion at a site or region of interest based on the characteristics of surrounding seismic sources. The hazard analysis is either a curve showing the exceedance probabilities of various ground motions at a site, or a hazard map that shows the estimated magnitude distribution of ground motions having a specific exceedance probability over a specified time period for a region. Local site effects are essential for determining the ground motion parameters as well as the potential of liquefaction and ground failure. The influence of the underlying soil on the local amplification of earthquake shaking is called the site effect. For this reason local site conditions are often considered in the development of a site-specific response spectrum in order to be used in the structural analysis and design.

A timely assessment is necessary to establish the need for strengthening/retrofitting of the structures to enhance their strength to withstand major hazards. Seismic vulnerability analysis of structures in regions of moderate to high seismicity, therefore, received considerable attention in recent years. Seismic risk analysis of all important and specialty structures like hospitals, nuclear power plants, long span bridges, dams, lifeline structures etc. are now invariably carried out in zones of high seismicity.

1.1 Vulnerability Analysis of Structures

Vulnerability can be defined as the sensitivity of the exposure to seismic hazard(s). Vulnerability analysis reveals the damageability of a structure(s) under varying ground
motion intensities. The main objective of vulnerability analysis is to determine the probability of failure of structures, failure being defined by some criteria. Different forms of vulnerability analysis of structures for seismic forces include analysis for probability of first passage failure, probability of joint or component failure, determination of damage probability matrix and probabilistic risk assessment. The latter is commonly performed by using the Probabilistic Risk Analysis (PRA) procedure. PRA procedure has been widely accepted as a powerful method for the determination of safety of structures against seismic hazard.

Probability of first passage failure deals with the probability of exceedance of a threshold level of stress for any response quantity of interest, for the first time over an interval of time. This is obtained by using the method of crossing analysis of the random vibration theory. Probability of joint or component failure deals with the probability of exceedance of the limit state of the joint or component of the structure for the possible earthquakes in future. Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) procedure has three components namely, (i) Development of input (ii) Fragility analysis of structure, and (iii) Seismic risk evaluation of structures.

Vulnerability of structures to ground motion effects is often expressed in terms of fragility curves or damage functions that take into account the uncertainties in the seismic demand and structures capacity. A fragility analysis is an effective tool for risk assessment and vulnerability of structural systems. Fragility is the probability that a structure will exceed a certain damage level under certain ground motion intensity. The fragility analysis refers to the analysis of structures for finding their probabilities of failure for a given level of the peak ground acceleration. Fragility curve is an indicator of risk/vulnerability of the structure associated with certain level of peak ground acceleration during an earthquake. Rigorous fragility analysis is highly complex and computationally intensive. The complexity of the analysis involves many factors such as consideration of soil structure interaction, correct failure mode and failure criteria and different types of uncertainties involved in the risk analysis. As a result, several simplifications are made in the analysis. Since the fragility analysis for the complete structure is difficult to perform, either the main components of the structure or the idealised bare frame model of the structure are analysed.

Construction of fragility curves provides the key element in the estimation of the probability of various damage states in buildings as a function of seismic intensity. Fragility curves show the probability of a system reaching a limit state as a function of some measure of seismic intensity such as peak ground acceleration PGA. Fragility curves have become universal tools for determining the conditional probability of failure or the probability that structural demand (structural response) caused by various levels of seismic motions exceeds the capacity of the structure to resist a given damage state. The fragility curves are often generated assuming the demands of the structure follow a lognormal distribution. A fragility is defined as a conditional probability which provides the probability of a structure reaching or exceeding a specified limit state under a given earthquake intensity level (i.e., spectral acceleration at the building fundamental period in the case of seismic hazards). As such, fragility curves are a measure of performance in probabilistic terms. The fragility of a structure is given as

\[ P_r = P \left[ \frac{S_d}{S_c} \geq 1 \right] \]

where,

\[ S_d = \text{Structural Demand} \quad S_c = \text{Structural Capacity} \]

The fragility curve is a graphical representation of the seismic vulnerability of a structure. Fragility curves provide a graphical representation of exceeding a drift or damage state as a function of one or more seismic intensity measures (IM). An IM is the reference ground motion parameter against which the probability of exceedance of a given limit state is plotted. IMs are generally correlated well with the severity of ground shakings with the most common IMs for use in building loss assessment being: Spectral acceleration (Sa), Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA), Peak Ground Velocity (PGV).

In the current study the PGA is selected as the intensity measure. Peak ground acceleration (PGA) is a measure of earthquake acceleration on the ground and an important input parameter for earthquake engineering, also known as the design basis earthquake ground motion (DBEGM). Unlike the Richter and moment magnitude scales, it is not a measure of the total energy (magnitude, or size) of an earthquake, but rather of how hard the earth shakes in a given geographic area (the intensity). The Mercalli intensity scale uses personal reports and observations to measure earthquake intensity but PGA is measured by instruments, such as accelerographs, and it generally correlates well with the Mercalli scale. The peak horizontal acceleration (PHA) is the most commonly used type of ground acceleration in engineering applications, and is used to set building codes and design hazard risks. In an earthquake, damage to buildings and infrastructure is related more closely to ground motion, rather than the magnitude of the earthquake. For moderate earthquakes, PGA is the best determinate of damage; in severe earthquakes, damage is more often correlated with peak ground velocity.

The performance levels of a building can be defined through damage thresholds called limit states. These limit states define the threshold between different damage conditions, whereas the damage state defines the damage conditions themselves. The damage states of structures are often based on peak inter-story drift ratio the structure experiences, since this is known to correlate well with certain damage levels. These damage levels are typically then correlated with a performance level such as immediate occupancy, life safety or collapse prevention. The performance based design process primarily requires that the expected performance objectives be clearly defined. These objectives correspond to a seismic hazard level and the expected performance levels of the structure. In other words, the level of ‘acceptable risk’ needs to be well defined. The ‘risk’ may be expressed in terms of seismic hazard and a susceptibility of structure to damage. The performance objectives are quantified can be called as ‘performance criteria’ which means a quantified acceptance criteria necessary to meet the performance objectives. In recent times, the performance objectives other than ‘Life Safety’,
which was the major focus to reduce the threats to the life safety are also being considered. Such performance objectives may vary from ‘Collapse Prevention’ for the rare event of a large earthquake to an ‘Operational Level’ for frequent earthquakes of moderate size. The various performance levels along with their force-displacement characteristics are given below (shown in Fig 1).

The lateral force is applied at the deformed state of the general loading from point A. No hinges will formed before point B where structure will shows linear behaviour and after that one or more hinges will start to form. Software will shows hinges with following remarkable indication:

- **Immediate Occupancy (IO)** - yielding of steel, significant cracking of concrete and non-structural damage will arises

- **Life Safety (LS)** - damage of structural and non-structural components will starts. We have to make essential circulation routes accessible to minimize risk of injury and causality for this stage.

- **Collapse Prevention (CP)** – This point ensure a small risk of partial or complete building collapse by limiting structural deformations and forces to the onset of significant strength and stiffness degradation.

- **Point C** is the indication of ultimate capacity of the structure and **Point D** indicate residual strength for the structure. Complete failure will occur at **point E**.

![Fig -1: Performance Levels of Building](image)

Recent interests in the development of performance based codes for the design or rehabilitation of buildings in seismic active areas showed that an inelastic procedure commonly referred to as the pushover analysis is a viable method to assess damage vulnerability of buildings. Basically, a pushover analysis is a series of incremental static analysis carried out to develop a capacity curve for the building. Based on the capacity curve, a target displacement which is an estimate of the displacement that the design earthquake will produce on the building is determined. The extent of damage experienced by the structure at this target displacement is considered representative of the damage experienced by the building when subjected to design level ground shaking. Pushover analysis is a static, nonlinear procedure using simplified nonlinear technique to estimate seismic structural deformations. It is an incremental static analysis used to determine the force-displacement relationship, or the capacity curve, for a structure or structural element. The pushover analysis of a structure is a static non-linear analysis under permanent vertical loads and gradually increasing lateral loads. The equivalent static lateral loads approximately represent earthquake induced forces. A plot of the total base shear versus top displacement in a structure is obtained by this analysis that would indicate any premature failure or weakness. The analysis is carried out up to failure, thus it enables determination of collapse load and ductility capacity. On a building frame, plastic rotation is monitored. Output generates a static-pushover curve which plots a strength-based parameter against deflection. Results provide insight into the ductile capacity of the structural system, and indicate the mechanism, load level, and deflection at which failure occurs.

Case Study of Non-Linear Static Analysis using SAP 2000

The recent advent of performance based design has brought the nonlinear static pushover analysis procedure to the forefront. Pushover analysis is a static, nonlinear procedure in which the magnitude of the structural loading is incrementally increased in accordance with a certain predefined pattern. With the increase in the magnitude of the loading, weak links and failure modes of the structure are found. Static pushover analysis is an attempt by the structural engineering profession to evaluate the real strength of the structure and it promises to be a useful and effective tool for performance based design. The ATC-40 and FEMA-273 documents have developed modelling procedures, acceptance criteria and analysis procedures for pushover analysis. These documents define force deformation criteria for hinges used in pushover analysis. As shown in Fig. 1, five points labelled A, B, C, D, and E are used to define the force deflection behaviour of the hinge and three points labelled IO, LS and CP are used to define the acceptance criteria for the hinge. (IO, LS and CP stand for Immediate Occupancy, Life Safety and Collapse Prevention respectively.) The values assigned to each of these points vary depending on the type of member as well as many other parameters defined in the ATC-40 and FEMA-273 documents. Pushover analysis is an efficient way to analyze the behaviour of the structure, highlighting the sequence of member cracking and yielding as the base shear value increases. This information then can be used for the evaluation of the performance of the structure and the locations with inelastic deformation. The primary benefit of pushover analysis is to obtain a measure of over strength and to obtain a sense of the general capacity of the structure to sustain inelastic deformation. The performance of the structure is evaluated based on the results obtained from the pushover analysis.

### 1.2 Need and Objective for Present Study

From the brief review presented above, although a number of studies have been made on the fragility analysis of structures, using PRA procedures. Very few studies are aimed at providing a simplified PRA procedure that can be adopted in practice for structures like building frames, which can have many modes of failure. There is also a need for more studies to investigate the sensitivity of the probability of failures of structures to the variation of important parameters related to the seismic risk assessment of structures. In order to fulfil some of these gaps, the present...
study is undertaken. The primary objective of the study is to develop a simplified vulnerability analysis technique for buildings and structures in regions where enough earthquake data is not available, though the region is seismically active. The sensitivity of the seismic vulnerability of the structures to important parametric variations also forms an important part of the present investigation.

In specific terms the objectives of the study are: To find the capacity of frame and position of the last hinge formed leading to the failure of structure for a particular mechanism by pushover analysis. To present a simplified probabilistic risk analysis method for evaluating the fragility curves for steel building structures subjected to seismic excitation. To study the effect of base flexibility on the probability of failure of the structure. To study the effect different types of soils (soft and hard) on the probability of failure of the structure. To study the sensitivity of the probability of failure with the variation of some important parameters like uncertainty factors, ductility factor and variation of the height of the structure etc.

2. PROBABILISTIC RISK ASSESSMENT (PRA) PROCEDURE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF FRAGILITY CURVE

Seismic PRA procedure has three components namely: Development of site specific input, Fragility analysis of structure and Seismic risk evaluation of structure. PRA procedure for calculation of fragility curves requires: Seismic input, Determination of uncertainty factors and Determination of probability of failure. The response spectrum at different PGA (0.03g, 0.08g, 0.13g, 0.18g, 0.23g, 0.28g) as per IS 1893 corresponding to the free field ground motion is taken as the input to the structure. The fragility analysis refers to the analysis of structures for finding their probabilities of failure for a given peak ground acceleration (PGA). Thus, a fragility curve is an indicator of risk/vulnerability of the structure associated with certain level of peak ground acceleration (PGA) during an earthquake and it is a graphical representation of Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) Vs Probability of failure of a structure under earthquake forces.

For the purpose of the study, the building frame is considered to be resting on a soil layer overlying a rock bed. The response spectrum at different PGA (0.03g, 0.08g, 0.13g, 0.18g, 0.23g, 0.28g) as per IS 1893-2002 corresponding to the free field ground motion is taken as the input to the structure. Both soft and hard soil conditions are considered for defining the seismic input to the structure. Response spectrum method of analysis is carried out to determine the mean response of both fixed and flexible base frame. Uncertainties considered in the risk analysis include those arising due to variation of ground motion, material properties, modelling, approximate method of analysis, energy dissipation because of ductile behaviour of structural elements. The probability of failure is obtained by first order second moment theory of reliability. An extensive parametric study is carried out on a nine storey steel frame to investigate the effect of important parameters on the probability of failure.

The PRA procedure is explained by the flow chart shown in Fig.2. For obtaining the probability of failure, not only different uncertainties are to be included in the analysis but also most critical failure mechanism is to be identified which provides maximum probability of failure. Determination of probability of failure by including all uncertainty factors and by performing a rigorous non linear analysis tracing all possible mechanisms of failure is highly complex and computationally intensive for a multi degree framed structure subjected to combined vertical and earthquake lateral load. Therefore, some simplifications are made in the analysis procedure to develop a method, which can be readily used in practice for obtaining a preliminary estimate of the probability of failure as mentioned in the introduction. These simplifications are similar to those adopted by Takeda et al., 1989. The response spectrum at different PGA (0.03g, 0.08g, 0.13g, 0.18g, 0.23g, 0.28g) as per IS 1893 corresponding to the free field ground motion is taken as the ground input to the structure at the bedrock level. Uncertainties of the free field ground motion due to uncertainties in input bedrock motion, soil properties are incorporated by defining a coefficient of variation for the response spectrum ordinates. Using the site specific response spectrum, response spectrum analysis is carried out to obtain a set of equivalent lateral loads. For this purpose, the structural properties and the superimposed dead and live loads are assumed to have their median values.

2.1 Seismic Input

The response spectrum at different PGA (0.03g, 0.08g, 0.13g, 0.18g, 0.23g, 0.28g) as per IS 1893 corresponding to the free field ground motion is taken as the input to the structure. Overlying soil medium resulting in the modified free field ground motion. For flexible base frame, the response spectrum analysis is carried out by the simple model that replaces the soil by an equivalent spring dashpot system. The soil damping and stiffness corresponding to the degrees of freedom shown in Tables 4.3 are considered frequency independent and are given by Veletsos and Wei, 1971.

$$K_S = 8G r_0 / (2\mu) \quad ; \quad C_S = 4.8G r_0 / (2\mu)$$
$$K_0 = 8G r_0 / 3(1\mu) \quad ; \quad C_0 = 0.4G r_0 / 3(1\mu)$$
$$K_{0b} = 8G r_0^2 / (2\mu) \quad ; \quad C_{0b} = 0.4G r_0^2 / (2\mu)$$

Where, G is the shear modulus of rigidity, $\mu$ is Poisson ratio kept as 0.3. Depending upon value of V, representing the soil condition, the value of G is determined. As a result, both soil stiffness and damping vary with different soil conditions. For the combined lateral and vertical loads, probability of failure for (full or partial) the collapse of the frame for an assumed mechanism of failure is determined by an equivalent lateral analysis. Determination of the probability of failure requires the computation of moment at a section of potential plastic hinge formation. This is carried in the following way.

Consider the frame with an assumed mechanism (partial failure) as shown in Fig. 4. Let the last hinge forms at section
C. Moment $M_i$ at section $C$ is produced due to the superimposed vertical and lateral loads and the plastic moments acting at the plastic hinges. Probability of failure for the assumed mechanism is determined based on the computed moment $M_i$, the moment capacity of section $C$ and different uncertainties considered in the analysis. In this manner, probability of failure can be determined by assuming some other hinges to form at the last for the same mechanism of failure. The one which gives the highest value of the probability of failure ($P_f$) is considered for determining $P_f$ for the assumed mechanism.

2.2 Capacity of the Frame

A pushover analysis is performed to find the capacity of the frame by subjecting a structure to a monotonically increasing pattern of lateral loads, representing the inertial forces which would be experienced by the structure when subjected to ground shaking. Under incrementally increasing loads various structural elements may yield sequentially. Using pushover analysis a nonlinear force-displacement relationship can be determined.

2.3 Modelling Approach

The general finite element package SAP 2000 has been used for the analysis. A 2D dimensional model of structure has been created to undertake the non linear analysis. Beams and column are modelled as non linear frame elements with lumped plasticity at the start and the end of each element. SAP 2000 provides default-hinge properties and recommends PMM hinges for columns and M3 hinges for beams as described in FEMA-356.

2.4 Pushover Analysis

After designing and detailing the steel frame structure, a nonlinear pushover analysis is carried out for evaluating the structural seismic response. Pushover analysis is a static, nonlinear procedure in which the magnitude of the structural loading is incrementally increased in accordance with a predefined pattern. With the increase in the magnitude of the loading, weak links and failure modes of the structure are found. The loading is monotonic with the effects of the cyclic behaviour and load reversals being estimated by using a modified monotonic force-deformation criteria and with damping approximations. Static pushover analysis is an attempt by the structural engineering profession to evaluate the real strength of the structure and it promises to be a useful and an effective tool for performance based design. The applied lateral loads were accelerations in the x direction representing the forces that would be experienced by the structure when subjected to ground shaking. Under incrementally increasing loads some elements may yield sequentially. Consequently, at each event, the structures experience a stiffness change as shown in Fig. 1, where IO, LS and CP stand for Immediate Occupancy, Life Safety and Collapse Prevention respectively.

2.5 Key Elements of The Pushover Analysis

Definition of plastic hinges: In SAP 2000, nonlinear behaviour is assumed to occur within frame elements at concentrated plastic hinges. The default types include an uncoupled moment hinge, an uncoupled shear hinge and a coupled axial force and biaxial bending moment hinges.

Definition of the control nodes: Control node is the node used to monitor displacements of the structure. Its displacement versus the base shear forms the capacity (pushover) curve of the structure.

Developing the pushover curve: It includes the evaluation of the force distributions. To have a displacement similar or close to the actual displacement due to earthquake, it is important to consider a force displacement equivalent to the expected distribution of the inertial forces. Different forces distributions can be used to represent the earthquake load intensity. Estimation of the displacement demand: This is a crucial step when using pushover analysis. The control is pushed to reach the demand displacement which represents the maximum expected displacement resulting from the earthquake from the earthquake intensity under consideration.

Evaluation of the performance level: Performance evaluation is the main objective of a performance based design. A component or action is considered satisfactory if it meets a prescribed performance. The main output of pushover analysis is in terms of response demand versus capacity. If the demand curve intersects the capacity envelope near the elastic range, then the structure has a good resistance. If the demand curve intersects the capacity curve with little reserve of strength and deformation capacity, then it can be concluded that the structure will behave poorly during the imposed seismic excitation and need to be retrofitted to avoid future major damage or collapse.

2.6 Response Analysis of the Frame

The response of frame for earthquake loading is obtained by using the response spectrum method of analysis. In order to carry out this analysis, superimposed vertical loads are duly considered in obtaining the lumped masses of the frame at different storey levels. After obtaining the undamped natural frequencies and mode shapes of the frame, equivalent lateral load in each mode is calculated using the normalised response spectrum for any selected value of PGA. From the lateral loads at each mode of vibration, the storey shear in that mode of vibration is calculated. The storey shear in each mode of vibration is then combined by the SRSS rule to obtain the final storey shears of the frame. From
these storey shears, lateral load acting on the frame is back calculated. For obtaining these lateral loads, the mean value of the material properties and the 50th percentile normalised response spectrum are used. The mean value of any response quantity is then obtained by performing a static analysis of the frame having plastic hinge (for determining the collapse state) under the computed lateral loads and the vertical loads.

2.7 Uncertainty Factors Considered for the Evaluation of the Probability of Failure

As described before, the load action i.e. moment at any section of the frame is a random variable due to a number of uncertainties associated with earthquake loading, material properties, method of analysis etc. Similarly, the moment capacity of the section is also a random variable influenced by many uncertainties like uncertainty of material strength, ductility at the joints, damage concentration effect etc. The uncertainties can be defined as:

Factor $F_1$ caters to the uncertainty of the input motion. The median value is unity and the logarithmic standard deviation $\beta_1$ is taken as the ratio of two response values ($r_{50}$ and $r_{50}$) corresponding to the input median value of PGA and median plus one standard deviation value is calculated as

$$\beta_1 = \ln \left( \frac{r_{50}}{r_{50}} \right)$$

Factor $F_2$ caters to the uncertainty of the material property. The logarithmic standard deviation $\beta_2$ is evaluated in the same manner as that for factor $F_1$.

Factor $F_3$ caters to the uncertainty of the structural modelling which includes simplified model being used for soil structure interaction. The coefficient of variation of $F_3$ ranges between 0.15 to 0.2 as obtained from several studies on the effect of structural modelling on response Takeda et al., 1989.

$F_4$ is the factor accounting for the uncertainty resulting from the simplification of the method of analysis like, nonlinear analysis being replaced by equivalent linear analysis; dynamic analysis being replaced by equivalent static analysis etc. The coefficient of variation of $F_4$ is assumed in the range of 0.1 to 0.15 Takeda et al, 1989.

The factor $F_5$, the energy absorption factor, caters to uncertainty due to the energy absorption during nonlinear excision of a SDOF system. The median value is generally taken to be proportional to the Newmark's formula $(2\mu - 1)$ with reduction factor of 0.6, where $\mu$ is the ductility factor. The coefficient of variation is taken about 0.2 Takeda et al, 1989.

$F_6$ represents the uncertainty due to damage concentration effect of MDOF systems. The median value of $F_6$ is taken between 0.6 to 1.25 Takeda et al, 1989. The coefficient of variation is assumed to be 0.1 Takeda et al, 1989.

2.8 Determination of Probability of Failure and Fragility Curve

The load action i.e. moment at a section of the frame is a random variable due to a number of uncertainties associated with earthquake loading, material properties, method of analysis etc. Similarly, the moment capacity of the section is also a random variable influenced by uncertainties like uncertainty of material strength, ductility at the joints and sections where plastification takes place, damage concentration effect etc. Although a rigorous nonlinear analysis is not performed the effect of ductility is introduced in the equivalent linear analysis by increasing the moment capacity of the section, where plastic hinge forms, by the energy absorption factor which is a function of the ductility. The moment induced at a section (called Resistance $R$) is a random variable considered to be a product of five random variables and is given by

$$R = M F_1 F_2 F_3 F_4$$

where, $M$ is a random variable denoting the internal moment at the section produced by the vertical load, lateral load and internal plastic moments acting at the plastic hinges. $M$ is considered as a random variable because of the uncertainties involved in the vertical load and plastic moments acting in the plastic hinge. $F_1$, $F_2$, $F_3$ and $F_4$ are the independent random variables representing deviations of the actual response from $M$. These deviations are produced due to uncertainties in earthquake loading, material properties, modelling and method of analysis. The random variables $F_1$, $F_2$, $F_3$ and $F_4$ are assumed to be log normally distributed having median value as unity. The lognormal standard deviation of resistance $\sigma_{inR}$ is given by

$$\sigma_{inR} = (\beta_1^2 + \beta_2^2 + \beta_3^2 + \beta_4^2 + \beta_5^2)^{1/2}$$

in which $\beta_1, i = 1$ to 4 is the coefficient of variation of random variables $F_i$, $i = 1$ to 4 and $\beta_5$ is equal to the coefficient of variation of $M$ which is also assumed to be log normally distributed. Similarly, capacity of the section is written as

$$C = M_p F_5 F_6$$

where, $M_p$ is the random variable denoting the moment capacity; $F_5$ and $F_6$ are the two random variables representing deviations from the actual strength capacity to resist induced moment at the section. $F_5$ and $F_6$ are defined later. All the three random variables are assumed to be log normally distributed. Therefore, logarithmic standard deviation of capacity $C$ can be written as

$$\sigma_{inC} = (\beta_5^2 + \beta_6^2 + \beta_{M_p}^2)^{1/2}$$

in which $\beta_5$, $\beta_6$ and $\beta_{M_p}$ are coefficients of variation of $F_5$, $F_6$ and $M_p$ respectively. The median values of $F_5$, $F_6$ and $M_p$ are specified.

First order second moment (FOSM) technique is used to calculate the probability of failure by assuming both resistance $(R)$ and capacity $(C)$ to be log normally distributed and by defining the probability of failure as
\[ P_f = P(C<R) \]

\[ P_f = P((C - R < 0)) = \Phi (-\beta) = 1 - \Phi (\beta) \]

Where,

\[ \Phi (\beta) = \frac{\ln(C/R)}{\sqrt{\left(\sigma_{int}\right)^2 + \left(\sigma_{loc}\right)^2}} \]

in which \( C \) and \( R \) are median values of \( C \) and \( R \) respectively and \( \Phi (\beta) \) is the reliability index. Probability of failure can be obtained from \( \Phi (\beta) \), Ranganathan, 1990.

The following steps are adopted when performing the analysis:

(I) Potential sections of plastic hinges are identified for the expected mechanisms of failure of the frame (partial or total). This is obtained by a pushover analysis. The section where last hinge is formed is noted.

(II) The uncertainties involved in the problem are considered by multiplying relevant response, capacity and input parameters with some random factors.

(III) Probability of failure is calculated by the first order second moment (FOSM) theory of reliability.

(IV) By a limited trial search, the condition for which the maximum probability of failure is obtained is identified.

3. NUMERICAL STUDY

To illustrate the use of PRA procedure, a nine storey steel frame shown in Fig. 2 is considered. The properties of the steel frame are shown in Table 4.1.

**Table -1: Properties of the nine storey steel frame**

| Outer columns from 1st floor to 9th floor | ISHB 300 |
| Inner columns from 1st floor to 9th floor | ISHB 300 |
| All beams | ISWB 300 |
| Equal bay width | 6.0 m |
| Storey height | 3.0 m |
| Grade of steel | Fe 415 |
| Moment Capacity of the bottom storey columns (for fixed base) | 447.86 KN-m |
| Moment Capacity of the beams (for fixed base) | 299.2 KN-m |

For flexible base frame, response spectrum analysis is carried out by replacing soil by an equivalent spring dashpot system. The constants of equivalent spring and dashpot for the frames are shown in Table -2.

**Table -2: Equivalent spring and dashpot coefficients for soil**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( V_s = 80 \text{ m/s} )</th>
<th>Linear (kN/m)</th>
<th>Rotational (kN-m/rad)</th>
<th>Coupled (kN-m/rad)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stiffness</td>
<td>1.72 x10^4</td>
<td>1747.422</td>
<td>540.819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damping</td>
<td>8.58 x10^2</td>
<td>0.3494</td>
<td>27.0409</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table -3: Natural frequencies of the fixed and flexible base nine storey steel frame (in Hz)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Freq.(Hz)</th>
<th>Flexible base(Hz)</th>
<th>Fixed Base (Hz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>0.13314</td>
<td>0.13390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>0.15324</td>
<td>0.15835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>0.8803</td>
<td>0.86920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th</td>
<td>0.91012</td>
<td>0.94782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th</td>
<td>2.03870</td>
<td>2.21037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th</td>
<td>2.27477</td>
<td>2.38464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th</td>
<td>2.33653</td>
<td>2.38780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th</td>
<td>2.41276</td>
<td>2.59433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9th</td>
<td>2.47392</td>
<td>2.62259</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is seen from the table that the frequencies are reasonably spaced which shows that only first few modes will contribute to the response of soil layer to the bedrock.
excitation. The frame is designed for lateral load as per IS:1893-2002 (for gravity loading) and probabilities of failure are computed considering the gravity load to remain constant. The frame is so designed that it may have a very high probability of failure for some soil conditions for PGA levels greater than 0.1g at the bedrock level. Such illustrative example is considered in order to show how drastically the probability of failure can change with the change in soil condition. The mean value of the ductility factor for steel frame is taken as 4.0. The upper and lower limits of the magnitude of earthquake in Richter scale are taken as 9 and 5 respectively for illustrative purposes only. The response spectrum at different PGA (0.03g, 0.08g, 0.13g, 0.18g, 0.23g, 0.28g) as per IS 1893 corresponding to the free field ground motion is taken as the input to the structure.

Table -4: Sensitivity analysis of different parameters (β₁ to β₆) at PGA=0.23g for soft soil

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No.</th>
<th>β₁</th>
<th>β₂</th>
<th>β₃</th>
<th>β₄</th>
<th>β₅</th>
<th>β₆</th>
<th>Probability of failure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.14917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.12302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.13567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.16109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.15386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.14007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.16354</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table -5: Sensitivity analysis of different parameters (β₁ to β₆) at PGA=0.23g for hard soil

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No.</th>
<th>β₁</th>
<th>β₂</th>
<th>β₃</th>
<th>β₄</th>
<th>β₅</th>
<th>β₆</th>
<th>Probability of failure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.01390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.00734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.01017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.01831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.01539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.01101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.01970</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is seen from the figures that the values of rotation and the translation at the base for these six modes are considerable. As a result, significant values of equivalent modal damping are achieved for these modes. In the same figure, the frequency of fixed and flexible conditions is also shown. It is seen from the figure that the first frequency of the flexible base frames is 5% less than that of the fixed base frame.
**Fig -5:** Plastic hinge formation in fixed base frame at 0.23g.

**Fig -6:** Plastic hinge formation in flexible base frame at 0.23g.

**Chart -1:** Fragility Curve for Fixed Base Frame for Hard Soil

**Chart -2:** Fragility Curve for Fixed Base Frame for Soft Soil

**Chart -3:** Effect of Variation of Different Parameters for Sensitivity Analysis (For Soft Soil)
3. CONCLUSIONS

Vulnerability analysis of structures for regions having no or little earthquake data is presented. For this purpose, a simplified probabilistic risk analysis of flexible base building frames is presented. The soil is replaced by equivalent spring dashpot system having frequency independent stiffness and damping coefficients. An equivalent modal damping for each mode of vibration for the flexible base frame is determined by using an energy approach. The equivalent lateral load for the seismic effect for the flexible base frames are obtained with the modified frequency and modal damping on the frame due to soil structure interaction SSI effect. Response spectrum of the free field ground motion as seismic input is used for the analysis of the structure. The probabilities of failure are calculated by considering uncertainties arising from the variation of ground motion, material properties and modelling and analysis procedure of the structure. The probability of failure is presented in the form of fragility curves. A nine storey frame is analysed to show the effects of base flexibility, soil condition, and variation of height on the fragility curves.

The results of the parametric study lead to the following conclusions:

1. Base flexibility has a considerable influence on the probability of failure of the building frames; it significantly reduces the probability of failure by almost 94% (calculated for soft soil).

2. Soil condition also has a great effect on the probability of failure of building frames. We found that soft soils usually amplify ground shaking increasing the probability of failure of the building. Hence, if an earthquake is strong enough and close enough to cause damage, the damage will usually be more severe on soft soils.

3. Mean value of the ductility factor has a pronounced effect on the probability of failure. It decreases the probability of failure almost by 15% when increased from 4 to 5. Therefore, the value of the ductility must be properly selected while designing a structure.

4. Large structures or high rise buildings are more affected by low-frequency, or slow shaking and their probability of failure increases with an increase in height. Hence, height has a significant effect on the probability of failure. Thus, on soft (long-period) ground, it would be best to design a short, stiff (short-period) building.

5. The standard deviation of uncertainty factors has a moderate influence on the probability of failure when they are varied, one at a time (14%). When all the variables are simultaneously increased or decreased there is a substantial change in the probability of failure (19%). Hence, Probability of failure is not very sensitive to the variation of individual uncertainty factors; however, if all of them are varied simultaneously, it affects the probability of failure.
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